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If you are a typical driver, you drive more than 1300 miles in a month and, over the course of

The next time you reach for your car keys ask yourself: ’Do I really need to drive?’ Every tri

Walk! If your destination is just a quarter of a mile or so away, walking those few blocks wil

Peddle! You may own a bicycle that’s sitting in a corner and not being used; dust it off and u

Public transportation! For those trips that are just not practical for walking or peddling, co
Ride sharing! There are literally thousands of carpools operating five days a week and saving
Neighborhood networking! Many times, in suburbs and small communities, neighbors get together

Telecommuting! More and more people are working for home and, with modern technology, they can
Perhaps you have no choice -- there is just no way, other than driving, to get from ’Point A’

Moderation! Watch your speed, if you drive at posted speed limits you’ll actually be driving a

Plan ahead! During the morning and afternoon ’rush hours’ you may find that the shortest route

Driving ’lite’! The lighter your vehicle is, the less gas it will use. Don’t lug around unnece

Keep your car in shape! A well maintained car will burn less gas than one that has been neglec
Rising gas prices will probably be with us for quite a long time so, if you are interested in
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